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Resonance at ~125 GeV
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Signal Strengths
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Spin Measurements
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The Gauge Sector of the SM

SM gauge interactions obey SU(2) x U(1) relations ...

... but spectrum of gauge bosons and fermions does not

SU(2)L ⇥U(1)YPhysics governed by an gauge theory

... that is spontaneously broken

• We have known this since LEP!

• Latest LHC results further confirm this picture...
(as did the Tevatron)
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aQGCs 

21 

WWγ+WZγ →l𝝂jjγ 

From Qiang Li’s talk

Physics Motivations 

2 

• Crucial test of the SM: 
    e.g. on the non-Abelian gauge symmetry    
    part of the SM 

 
• Important backgrounds to Higgs 

and new physics searches 
 

• Sensitive to anomalous Triple 
(Quartic) Gauge Couplings 

    Indirect probe on new physics 
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A Light Scalar

Discovery of the Higgs at the LHC:

Fluctuations associated with EWSB vev are weakly coupled

First example of what could be an elementary scalar!

An important step towards an understanding of EWSB 
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Understanding EWSB?

Even if we can confirm this picture:

(i.e. measure the Higgs potential)

Why is the EWS broken? What dynamics is behind this phenomenon?

What is the characteristic scale associated to this BSM physics?

... and is it related to other BSM physics required to understand other open questions

such as neutrino masses, flavor structure, DM, matter-antimatter asymmetry...?
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Naturalness 
Quadratic sensitivity of         to the UV cutoff      mh

•Generic in Quantum Field Theory
It does not depend on there being new heavy particles

m2
h(100 GeV) = m2

h(⇥) +�m2
h

All momentum shells above            contribute to quadratic sensitivity
of the UV boundary condition !

100 GeV

Friday, September 20, 2013

From Gustavo Burdman’s talk
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Search for a (seemingly) weaker
version of naturalness

(but most likely with strong hidden assumptions)
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Finite Naturalness and new physics

Neutrino mass models add extra particles with mass M

M <⇠

8
><

>:

0.7 107GeV ⇥ 3p� type I see-saw model,
200GeV ⇥p

� type II see-saw model,
940GeV ⇥p

� type III see-saw model.

Leptogenesis is compatible with FN only in type I.

Axion and LHC usually are like fish and bicycle because fa >⇠109GeV. Axion
models can satisfy FN, e.g. KSVZ models employ heavy quarks with mass M

M <⇠
p
�⇥

8
><

>:

0.74TeV if  = Q� Q̄
4.5TeV if  = U � Ū
9.1TeV if  = D � D̄

Inflation does not need big scales and anyhow flatness implies small couplings.
Absolute gravitational limit on HI and on any mass [Arvinataki, Dimopoulos..]

�m2 ⇠ y2t M
6

M4
Pl(4⇡)

6
so M <⇠�1/6 ⇥ 1014GeV

Dark Matter: extra scalars/fermions with/without weak gauge interactions.

From Alessandro Strumia’s talk
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Strong vs weak dynamics

Existence of weakly coupled light scalar makes makes the naturalness

question more pressing

But it does not settle the issue of whether the underlying EWSB dynamics

is weakly coupled (as in SUSY)

or strongly coupled (as in pNGB scenarios)

Or whether the Higgs sector is just the minimal one (i.e. as in the SM)
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X

Strong Dynamics: the Higgs as a pNGB
In the analogy with QCD

•Technicolor : 
h ' �
mh ' ⇤ }

•Higgs is a pNGB:  H. Georgi and D. B. Kaplan ’80 
h ⇠ �
mh ⌧ ⇤ }

Global symmetry protects mh ) V (h) = 0

Explicit breaking: from gauge/Yukawa interactions ) mh 6= 0

remnant from spontaneous breaking 
of global symmetry G

Friday, September 20, 2013

From Gustavo Burdman’s talk
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Minimal example

Agashe, Contino, Pomarol 05

↓
From Enrico Bertuzzo’s talk
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… and beyond

Bertuzzo, De Sandes, Ray, Savoy 12

↓
↓

SO(9) SO(8) 8 8 = (2,2)
+1
 + (2,2)

-1

(  )

From Enrico Bertuzzo’s talk
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Absence of BSM signals
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Assume the worst

and hope for the best

(Non-decoupling effects)
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Motivation

Signals of new physics

• Some years ago, first signal of BSM physics: LFV in
neutrino oscillations.

• Recent discovery of SM-like Higgs boson at the LHC, with
mH

SM

' 126 GeV.

• Absence of results in the direct searches for SUSY (mSUSY

into multi-TeV range).

• Indirect SUSY observables with non-decoupling behavior
with mSUSY.

Lepton flavor violating Higgs decay (LFVHD) rates induced by
SUSY at one loop: may be sizeable even at very heavy

mSUSY ' O(5 TeV).

WIN 2013, 16-21 September 2013, Natal, RN, Brazil. Ernesto Arganda
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One-loop LFV SUSY-induced Higgs decay diagrams
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FIG. 5: One-loop diagrams for the LFVHD in the MSSM-seesaw model

all contributing one-loop diagrams. For the involved ��l�̃ and �0ll̃ couplings we use again

the expressions of Appendix B.

The results of the branching ratios for the LFVHD, in the � µ̄ channel, as a function of

the Majorana mass, mN , in scenario A with degenerate heavy neutrinos and real R, are

illustrated in fig. 6, for several tan� values, tan� = 3, 10, 30, 50. The explored range in

mN is from 108 GeV up to 1014 GeV which is favorable for baryogenesis. We also show in

this figure, the corresponding predicted rates for the most relevant lepton decay, which in

this case is µ ! e�, and include its upper experimental bound. We have checked that the

other channels are well within their experimental allowed range. From this figure we first

see that the branching ratios for the light Higgs boson are smaller than the heavy Higgs

ones in about two orders of magnitude. The ratios of H0 and A0 are very similar in all

the plots and, for this scenario, they can reach values up to just 2.2 ⇥ 10�10 in the region

of high tan� and high mN . Besides, the rates for µ ! e� decays are below the upper

experimental bound for all explored tan� and mN values. From these plots we also see

clearly the high sensitivity to tan� of the LFVHD rates for all Higgs bosons which, at large

27

WIN 2013, 16-21 September 2013, Natal, RN, Brazil. Ernesto Arganda
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LFV rates as functions of mSUSY (�̃LR
23 = 0.5)
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• LFVHD rates tend to a constant as mSUSY grows.
• Strong decoupling behavior of BR(⌧ ! µ�) ⇠ 1/m4

SUSY.
• �(H, A ! ⌧µ) approximately constant with tan �.
• BR(h, H, A ! ⌧µ) ⇠ (tan �)�2 for tan � � 10.

WIN 2013, 16-21 September 2013, Natal, RN, Brazil. Ernesto Arganda
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Connections to flavor?
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INTRODUCTION

✗ The quark mixing is pretty much the identity:

10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101 10210-9 GeV

tbcs
μ

u d
τeνi

✗ The flavor structure of the SM is very peculiar
✗ Strong hierarchy in the masses of the SM fermions:

11. CKM quark-mixing matrix 15

!̄ = 0.348 ± 0.014 [128]. The fit results for the magnitudes of all nine CKM elements are

VCKM =

!

"
0.97427± 0.00015 0.22534 ± 0.00065 0.00351+0.00015

!0.00014

0.22520± 0.00065 0.97344 ± 0.00016 0.0412+0.0011
!0.0005

0.00867+0.00029
!0.00031 0.0404+0.0011

!0.0005 0.999146+0.000021
!0.000046

#

$ , (11.27)

and the Jarlskog invariant is J = (2.96+0.20
!0.16) ! 10!5.

Figure 11.2 illustrates the constraints on the "̄, !̄ plane from various measurements
and the global fit result. The shaded 95% CL regions all overlap consistently around the
global fit region. This consistency gets noticeably worse if B " # $̄ is included in the fit.

11.5. Implications beyond the SM

The e!ects in B, K, and D decays and mixings due to high-scale physics (W , Z, t, h in
the SM, and new physics particles) can be parameterized by operators made of SM fields,
obeying the SU(3)!SU(2)!U(1) gauge symmetry. The beyond SM (BSM) contributions
to the coe"cients of these operators are suppressed by powers of the scale of new physics.
At lowest order, there are of order a hundred flavor-changing operators of dimension-6,
and the observable e!ects of BSM interactions are encoded in their coe"cients. In the
SM, these coe"cients are determined by just the four CKM parameters, and the W ,
Z, and quark masses. For example, #md, $(B " "%), and $(B " Xd&

+&!) are all
proportional to |VtdV

"
tb|

2 in the SM, however, they may receive unrelated contributions
from new physics. The new physics contributions may or may not obey the SM relations.
(For example, the flavor sector of the MSSM contains 69 CP -conserving parameters and
41 CP -violating phases, i.e., 40 new ones [129]). Thus, similar to the measurements of
sin 2' in tree- and loop-dominated decay modes, overconstraining measurements of the
magnitudes and phases of flavor-changing neutral-current amplitudes give good sensitivity
to new physics.

To illustrate the level of suppression required for BSM contributions, consider a
class of models in which the unitarity of the CKM matrix is maintained, and the
dominant e!ect of new physics is to modify the neutral meson mixing amplitudes [130]
by (zij/%2)(qi%

µPLqj)
2 (for recent reviews, see [131,132]). It is only known since the

measurements of % and ( that the SM gives the leading contribution to B0 –B0

mixing [6,133]. Nevertheless, new physics with a generic weak phase may still contribute
to neutral meson mixings at a significant fraction of the SM [134,127]. The existing
data imply that %/|zij |1/2 has to exceed about 104 TeV for K0 –K0 mixing, 103 TeV for
D0 –D0 mixing, 500TeV for B0 –B0 mixing, and 100TeV for B0

s –B0
s mixing [127,132].

(Some other operators are even better constrained [127].) The constraints are the
strongest in the kaon sector, because the CKM suppression is the most severe. Thus, if
there is new physics at the TeV scale, |zij | # 1 is required. Even if |zij | are suppressed
by a loop factor and |V "

tiVtj |2 (in the down quark sector), similar to the SM, one expects
percent-level e!ects, which may be observable in forthcoming flavor physics experiments.
To constrain such extensions of the SM, many measurements irrelevant for the SM-CKM

fit, such as the CP asymmetry in semileptonic B0
d,s decays, Ad,s

SL , are important [135]. A

June 18, 2012 16:19

From Gero von Gersdorff’s talk
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HORIZONTAL SYMMETRIES
✗ Horizontal symmetries put quarks in representations of some 
Abelian or non-Abelian symmetry which consequently is 
spontaneously broken at a scale somewhat lower than the UV scale.
✗ Generates small order parameter that controls the size of  Yukawa 
couplings 

✗ Simplest model: A single U(1) symmetry Froggatt + Nielsen ’79

Lf = H

✓
Ŷ u
ij q̄iuj

h�
⇤

iXq̄i+Xuj
+ Ŷ d

ij q̄idj

h�
⇤

iXq̄i+Xdj

◆
X� = �1

✏ =
h�i
⇤ Y u

ij ⇠ ✏Xq̄i+Xuj

O(1) bare Yukawas     Ŷ u
ij

From Gero von Gersdorff’s talk
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PROBLEMS OF U(1) MODELS
✗ What does this imply for supersymmetry ?
✗  A general problem of U(1) models is that the suppressions tend 
to cancel out in the soft terms:

✗ Not so small off-diagonal terms 
✗ Diagonal terms completely unsuppressed: uncontrolled splitting
✗ Bounds on first two generation squarks > 100 TeV
( Note:  this is also inconsistent with light stops because
 RG evolution will typically drive those tachyonic)
✗ Still many parameters

K � |X|2 cij ✏|Xi�Xj | Q̄iQi

Arkani Hamed 
et al ’97

From Gero von Gersdorff’s talk
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PROBLEMS OF U(2) MODELS
✗ U(2) models make some striking predictions for quark dataIn this case one has ✏d ⌧ ✏3 and it follows that td ⇡ 0, cd ⇡ 1. As a consequence one obtains

the stronger predictions [17]

|Vus| ⇡
p

md/ms , |Vub/Vcb| ⇡
p

mu/mc , |Vtd/Vts| ⇡
p

md/ms , (3.5)

which only involve measured quantities. However our analysis shows that these predictions
do not follow alone from the zero textures in the Yukawa matrices but also require ✏d ⌧ ✏3,
or, equivalently, Y d

i2 ⌧ Y d
i3 (see also Ref. [18]).

Numerically one has, taking mass ratios at MZ and CKM elements from a global fit [26],
p

md/ms = 0.22± 0.02 ,
p

mu/mc = 0.046± 0.008 , (3.6)

|Vus| = 0.2253± 0.0007 , |Vub/Vcb| = 0.085± 0.004 , |Vtd/Vts| = 0.22± 0.01 , (3.7)

so that the relations in Eq. (3.5) work well except the second one. Turning to the more
general relations in Eq. (3.2), assuming positive interference (� = 0) and comparing with the
experimental values, we see that we need approximately td ⇡ 0.5 in order to account for the
discrepancy in the second relation in Eq. (3.5). This implies

p
cd ⇡ 0.95, leading to ⇠ 5%

corrections for the first and ⇠ 14% corrections for the third relation. We observe an interesting
correlation between the magnitude of the correction to the second relation in Eq. (3.5) which
goes as ⇠ td and the size of the right-handed rotation matrix element |V d

32| = sd (see App. A),
which has very important implications for the discussion of the FCNC e↵ects in Sec. 5.

In addition to the accurate relations in Eq. (3.5), in U(2) models one also gets predictions
which are valid only up to combinations of O (1) numbers

Vcb ⇠
p

mc/mt , md/ms ⇠ mu/mc , (3.8)

besides the SU(5) relations for the masses

mb ⇠ m⌧ , ms ⇠ mµ , md ⇠ me . (3.9)

Most of these predictions valid up to O (1) factors work pretty well, since

Vcb ⇠ 0.04 ,
p

mc/mt ⇠ 0.06 , (3.10)

mb/m⌧ ⇠ 2 , ms/mµ ⇠ 0.5 md/me ⇠ 5 . (3.11)

Only the second relation in Eq. (3.8) requires a large numerical factor O (20) (RG e↵ects
improve the agreement in the first relation in Eq. (3.8) [25]. One possibility is to have
|hu22hu33 � hu23h

u
32| ⇠ 4.5 (see A.5 and A.6), which is easy to achieve with moderate deviations

from huij ⇠ 1. This would indicate that yu/yc is accidentally small in our parametrization
while yd/ys is at its natural value. In fact this is exactly what we need in order to explain
the relative importance of the corrections to the exact relations in Eq. (3.5).

Notice that the U(2) relations in Eq. (3.4) imply that tan� is fixed to be large and another
order-of-magnitude prediction is made

mu/mt ⇠ md/mb , (3.12)

which does not work as well as the other relations, being o↵ by a factor O (120). The two
extra parameters that we have in the SU(2) ⇥ U(1) model therefore allow to accommodate
also small values of tan� and the di↵erent ratios mu/mt and md/mb.

7

✗ At leading order in the            expansion, but no O(1) numbers!!✏�, ✏�

In this case one has ✏d ⌧ ✏3 and it follows that td ⇡ 0, cd ⇡ 1. As a consequence one obtains
the stronger predictions [17]

|Vus| ⇡
p
md/ms , |Vub/Vcb| ⇡

p
mu/mc , |Vtd/Vts| ⇡

p
md/ms , (3.5)

which only involve measured quantities. However our analysis shows that these predictions
do not follow alone from the zero textures in the Yukawa matrices but also require ✏d ⌧ ✏3,
or, equivalently, Y d

i2 ⌧ Y d
i3 (see also Ref. [18]).

Numerically one has, taking mass ratios at MZ and CKM elements from a global fit [26],
p
md/ms = 0.22± 0.02 ,

p
mu/mc = 0.046± 0.008 , (3.6)

|Vus| = 0.2253± 0.0007 , |Vub/Vcb| = 0.085± 0.004 , |Vtd/Vts| = 0.22± 0.01 , (3.7)

so that the relations in Eq. (3.5) work well except the second one. Turning to the more
general relations in Eq. (3.2), assuming positive interference (� = 0) and comparing with the
experimental values, we see that we need approximately td ⇡ 0.5 in order to account for the
discrepancy in the second relation in Eq. (3.5). This implies

p
cd ⇡ 0.95, leading to ⇠ 5%

corrections for the first and ⇠ 14% corrections for the third relation. We observe an interesting
correlation between the magnitude of the correction to the second relation in Eq. (3.5) which
goes as ⇠ td and the size of the right-handed rotation matrix element |V d

32| = sd (see App. A),
which has very important implications for the discussion of the FCNC e↵ects in Sec. 5.

In addition to the accurate relations in Eq. (3.5), in U(2) models one also gets predictions
which are valid only up to combinations of O (1) numbers

Vcb ⇠
p
mc/mt , md/ms ⇠ mu/mc , (3.8)

besides the SU(5) relations for the masses

mb ⇠ m⌧ , ms ⇠ mµ , md ⇠ me . (3.9)

Most of these predictions valid up to O (1) factors work pretty well, since

Vcb ⇠ 0.04 ,
p
mc/mt ⇠ 0.06 , (3.10)

mb/m⌧ ⇠ 2 , ms/mµ ⇠ 0.5 md/me ⇠ 5 . (3.11)

Only the second relation in Eq. (3.8) requires a large numerical factor O (20) (RG e↵ects
improve the agreement in the first relation in Eq. (3.8) [25]. One possibility is to have
|hu22hu33 � hu23h

u
32| ⇠ 4.5 (see A.5 and A.6), which is easy to achieve with moderate deviations

from huij ⇠ 1. This would indicate that yu/yc is accidentally small in our parametrization
while yd/ys is at its natural value. In fact this is exactly what we need in order to explain
the relative importance of the corrections to the exact relations in Eq. (3.5).

Notice that the U(2) relations in Eq. (3.4) imply that tan� is fixed to be large and another
order-of-magnitude prediction is made

mu/mt ⇠ md/mb , (3.12)

which does not work as well as the other relations, being o↵ by a factor O (120). The two
extra parameters that we have in the SU(2) ⇥ U(1) model therefore allow to accommodate
also small values of tan� and the di↵erent ratios mu/mt and md/mb.

7

✓ ✓✗

Y d
i1 ⇠ Y d

i2 ⇠ Y d
i3

Fit prefersY d
i1 ⌧ Y d

i2 ⌧ Y d
i3

✗ The reason of this discrepancy turns out to be the fact that bR is a 
total flavor singlet (             ) which leads to a strong RH hierarchy 
in the down sector:

XbR = 0

From Gero von Gersdorff’s talk
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THE SU(2) X U(1) MODEL
✗ Giving up RH down hierarchy ⇒ correction to the exact relations

✗ The exact relations get corrected by 
the RH down 23 angle 
✗ Fit requires 
✗ SUSY: RH sbottom must be heavy!

td ⇡ 0.5
V d
R =

0

@
1 · ·
· cd sd
· �sd cd

1

A

Only the two stops can remain truly light
⇒ Spectrum of Natural SUSY

which clearly displays the need for an anomalous U(1). One crucial ingredient in deriving
these relations in our case is the vanishing of the 13 element in the Yukawa matrices. There-
fore, models in which the 13 element is non-vanishing, with multiple SU(2) flavons with no
alignment, will violate the relations above.

3 Quark masses and mixings

In this section we discuss the predictions of our model for quark masses and mixings. The
model is defined at a high scale and any comparison with experimental data is subject to
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eigenvalues and the CKM matrix are explicitly given there. Here we just mention that, using
the freedom of phase rotations on the quark fields, one can as usual bring the mass matrices
to the diagonal form with real eigenvalues and the CKM mixing matrix can be written in
the standard form, with one physical phase. For the future calculation of the soft sfermion
masses, it is also important that the left and right rotations depend altogether on four phases,
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3.1 Predictions
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And to the neutrino sector?
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The proposal

• We assume that the scalar sector also has three 
families, once there is no limit on the SM scalar 
sector. 

• And we, also, assume that the symmetry governing 
the scalar sector is the S3 symmetry.

From Ana Machado’s talk

Saturday, September 21, 13



S3
Discrete symmetries are related to flavor physics.

The flavor symmetries are introduced to control Yukawa couplings 

arXiv:1003.3552v2

The quark masses and mixing angles have been discussed in the 
standpoint of the flavor symmetries. 

The discovery of neutrino masses and the neutrino mixing has  
stimulated the work of the flavor symmetries.

From Ana Machado’s talk

Saturday, September 21, 13



The Model
SM x S3

The SM Higgs

Possible DM?

From Ana Machado’s talk

Saturday, September 21, 13



Non-minimal SUSY models
(Dirac gauginos, R-symmetries)

Saturday, September 21, 13
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The recently discovered scalar particle     H
and the neutrino ν have the 
same gauge quantum numbers:

can they be one the superpartner of the other?

L =

✓
⌫
l�L

◆
= (1, 2)1/2 H =

✓
h0

h�

◆
= (1, 2)1/2

Tuesday, September 17, 13

From Carla Biggio’s talk
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The Higgsinoless MSSM: conseq.    
1. Yu = yu

F

M� M SUSY mediation scale
Λ effective op. scale

Yu � 1⇥ � � yu
F

M
mq̃ �

F

M
� TeV⇥ � � 4�TeV

Low scale SUSY

2. After EWSB winos mix with leptons
l� W̃�

h⌫̃i

gZll modified ⇒ ⇒ F

M
� TeV

(From universality constraints:                   )MB̃ � 500 GeV

Tuesday, September 17, 13

From Carla Biggio’s talk
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A natural spectrum

 

 

naturally “light” 3rd gen. squarks

EWSB can occur naturally

 other sparticles: at least as heavier as the above

m2
H ⇥ �(100 GeV)2

⇧
4.3

� mQ

600 GeV

⇥2 ln �
mQ

ln 5 � 3.2
⇤

MW̃
2 TeV

⌅2
ln

M2
⇥

W̃

M2
W̃

�
�

�⇥
0.015

⇥ �
�

2 TeV

⇥2

⌃

Tuesday, September 17, 13

From Carla Biggio’s talk
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Pheno: stops and sbottoms
No A-terms ⇒ prediction: m2

b̃L
= m2

t̃L
�m2

t +m2
b

Only jets + MET Both jets + MET
and leptoquark decays

Tuesday, September 17, 13

From Carla Biggio’s talk

Saturday, September 21, 13
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Pheno: 1st and 2nd gen. squarks
 light gravitino (and F≈TeV2)

    q → qG        jets + MET       m>830GeV

 heavy gravitino (or F>>TeV2)
    2-body decays suppressed by small Yukawas
  ⇒  3-body decays can dominate

jet (no b-jets) + W/Z + MET/lepton

~ ~

d̃R

e, µ, ⌧

u

hhi

W+ ũL,R, d̃L,R u, d

h, Z,W

l̄�, ⌫̄MW̃ & 2TeV

← Look for them!!!

Tuesday, September 17, 13

From Carla Biggio’s talk

Saturday, September 21, 13



More general implications
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Supersoft is supersafe!

1st & 2nd generation bounds lowered, 600-700 GeV

kribs&martin’12

Friday, 20 September 13

Relaxed bounds on squarks

(also flavor, CP violation)

From Claudia Frugiuele’s talk

Saturday, September 21, 13
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m @GeVD

R

ml̃R
> 270GeV

mt̃ < 700GeV

Gluino lighter than bino

m2
q̃ ⇠

M2
g̃

52 log Rg

finite squarks masses

Friday, 20 September 13

From Claudia Frugiuele’s talk
Saturday, September 21, 13



A 125 GeV Higgs

How to accommodate observed Higgs mass?

mtree
h• Tree-level mixing: lower than in the MSSM

• No A-terms: harder for stops to contribute (tension with naturalness)

• Scenario contains additional degrees of freedom (triplet, singlet)

can contribute to the Higgs mass (but constrained by EWPT)

• Perhaps direct couplings to the SUSY breaking sector?
(as in Carla’s proposal)

See Claudia’s talk

Saturday, September 21, 13



• generically it seems to be more challenging 
to get 126 GeV within this framework than 
it is in the MSSM, but maybe some 
interesting windows are still open!

Improvement of naturalness in models 
with Dirac gauginos not straightforward 

Still this framework offers many interesting directions 
to explore (flavor, RPV..) 

(Preliminary) conclusions

Friday, 20 September 13

From Claudia Frugiuele’s talk

Saturday, September 21, 13



Theoretical Issues
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Dynamical supersoft model
I s-confining SQCD

SU(5) SU(6) SU(6) U(1)B U(1)R

Q 1 1

1
6

Q 1 �1

1
6

I Low energy dofs

SU(6) SU(6) U(1)B U(1)R

˜M 0

1
3

B 1 5

5
6

B 1 �5

5
6

I SU(5)D subgroup of global symmetry identified with SM

˜M =

✓
M N
N X

◆
, B =

✓
�
 

◆
, ¯B =

✓
�
 

◆

I U(1)B gauged, acquires D-term

From Yuri Shirman’s talk
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Operator Analysis and Toy Models: Model 1
I U(1) with a D-term and heavy charged messengers

W =

¯�M� + m�
¯��

I Explicit calculation demonstrates the cancellation of the
diagrams contributing to m2

M

�†�

M M †

�†

�

�

M M †

Figure 3: The diagrams contributing to the MM † mass term at quadratic order in D.
There are two other diagrams with � ! �̄, and on the cubic diagram the insertion can also
be done on the lower line, or one on the upper and one on the lower line, giving rise to the
factor of 3 in (3.5).

Thus we conclude that in the simplest models with messengers coupled to the scalar adjoint
there will be no MM †-type mass terms generated, which is in accordance with our expec-
tation since no fully gauge invariant operator accounting for mass terms of these types can
be written down. This implies that in order to solve the problem with the negative scalar
adjoint masses one needs to find a more complicated model.

To understand how the problem of negative scalar mass squares can be fixed, let us
consider an extended toy model with the following superpotential 2

W = y�̄M� + �̄�N + ��̄N̄ + m��̄� , (3.6)

where � and � charge 1 under U(1) while �̄ and �̄ have charge �1. We will assume that
due to some other dynamics � and �̄ develop VEVs and generate a small D-term

D = �2 � �̄2 . (3.7)

The main new ingredient here is that

• The fields giving rise to the breaking of the U(1) symmetry �, �̄ are explicitly included
as dynamical fields

• The messengers �, �̄ charged under the U(1) will mix with additional messengers
uncharged under U(1).

From this latter point one can understand how the scalar mass problem can be resolved:
the quartic terms in Fig. 2 will have a di�erent number of mixing insertions than the
cubic diagrams, therefore the cancelation is not expected to remain in this model, and a
term linear in D leading to an MM † scalar mass can be obtained. Indeed, assuming that
m � ��� we can integrate out the heavy fields �, �̄ (while still keeping �, �̄ and obtain a
Kähler contribution to the one loop e�ective Lagrangian of the form

Z
d4�

1

�2

�
�†eV � + �̄†e�V �̄

�
(M + M †)2 . (3.8)

2
The mass term m can be absorbed into the vev of M .

5

y2
Z

dp2p2

"
1

(p2 � m2
�)

3
� 3m2

�

(p2 � m2
�)

4

#

I Only second diagram exists for M2 term
I No cancellation between � and ¯� contributions
I Non-zero result at O(D4

)

From Yuri Shirman’s talk
Saturday, September 21, 13



Operator Analysis and Toy Models: Model 2

I Generate D-term through vevs of charged fields  and  

W =

¯�M�+ m�
¯�� , D ⇠ O �| |2 � | |2�

I New allowed operator

Z
d4✓

X

i

 †
i e

qiV  i

m2
�

M†M

I Not generated at one loop. Is it generated at higher order?
I Treat M as a spurion: renormalizes  kinetic terms.

I At one loop Z factorizes into a sum of holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic terms, log M + log M†

I No such factorization at higher orders: Z must depend on
log M†

log M

I At higher loop orders supersoft is never supersoft.

From Yuri Shirman’s talk
Saturday, September 21, 13



Summary

• The Higgs discovery: a very impressive triumph of theoretical/experimental physics

Look forward to further analysis from the LHC collaborations...

• The conclusion that the EWSB sector is not (completely) natural would be a strong one...

• But lack of any deviations of the SM is disconcerting...

... will we have to accept (in practice) an incomplete understanding of EWSB?

learn what the experimental results imply through the study of ``non-standard” scenarios

... and to the 14 TeV LHC run!

Saturday, September 21, 13


